
 
                                                 

Y4 Pupils 

Squad Size: 6 
We have reduced our teams to 4 (2 
boys and 2 Girls), allowing pupils to 
have more space to develop their skills. 
 

1st, 2nd, 7th December 

2021 Y4 Unihoc 

Team & Squad Sizes 

Intent & Format 

This event aims to develop sports 
specific skills in unihoc. 
 
Pupils will experience coaching from 
young leaders and play friendly games 
against similar level opposition. 
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Rules 

ADD TEXT ADD TEXT 

Equipment 
·      We shall use a puck for indoor competition and a ball in outside competitions  
·      Each school should bring their own uni-hoc sticks and pucks  
.      Each school should bring their own bibs 

 
 
Starts / Restarts 
The game commences with a push back from the centre line by the team who wins the toss 
 
If the puck goes over the sideline the game is restarted with a push in. All players must be 
2m away from where the push in is taken 
 
If the puck goes behind the goal it is given to the goalkeeper who restarts the game with a 
push out (no corners). All players must retreat 2m from the goalkeeper for this push out 
 
Free hits will be given against players who have high sticks or who are generally unsafe with 
their sticks. 
 
Free hits will be given against players who hit the puck with their feet, though this is at the 
referee’s discretion (may be deemed better to keep the game moving). 
 
Free hits will be given against players who lift the puck above chest height 
 
Free hits are taken from where the infringement occurs. Opposing players must be 2m back. 
  
Scoring  
A goal cannot be scored from a sideline push in. 
 
In open play attackers may get as close to goal as they wish 
 
Goalkeepers must remain on their feet unless diving to make a save (not allowed to be on 
knees) 
 
Goalkeepers can stop the puck with their sticks, their bodies, or legs – but not their hands. 
 
A penalty shot from 3m will be awarded to the attacking team for any infringement by the 
defenders within 2m of goal. 


